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Friends Quiz 4

1. What's the name of Joey's talent agency?

2. What did Rachel's sister do to Emma to make her and Ross angry?

3. What was the name of the maid Monica and Chandler hired?

4. Chandler once won whose look-alike contest?

5. What does Nora Bing like to eat after being intimate with a man?

6. In the episode where Monica and Chandler got married, Joey was playing a character in which
major war?

7. Who stole Ross's monkey, Marcel, and made him wear a tutu?

8. Who had a job as a charity 'bell ringer' in a Christmas episode?

9. Joey says that giving Rachel pickles during her pregnancy is like giving him what?

10. When Joey and Chandler took Ross to a hockey game, who got hit in the nose by a hockey puck?

11. Joey once hired someone to be his identical twin for a medical study. What was his name?

12. What physical ailment landed Joey in the hospital when Phoebe was having the triplets?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. The Estelle Leonard Talent Agency
2. Got Emma's ears pierced
3. Brenda
4. Vanilla Ice
5. Kung Pao Chicken
6. World War I

7. Mr Heckles
8. Phoebe
9. Salad
10. Ross
11. Carl
12. Kidney Stones
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